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‘This novel represents one of many luminous pages in the glorious 

history of Egypt. Although its events occurred in the pharaonic era, 

it reveals the true spirit of the Egyptian people, who built one of the 

oldest civilizations in the ancient world so that its fame still 

resonates in the horizons. 

The Egyptians of today are not much different from their 

ancestors. They do not accept submission to the oppression of 

aggression and occupation. They are always ready to sacrifice 

their lives in order to defend their just causes. In the midst of 

these wars, the Egyptians do not forget their distinguished role in 

enriching the sciences, arts, and social life.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The protagonists of the novel 

 

-Seqenen Ra: The pharaoh of Upper Egypt. 

-Kha-Moudi: The Hyksos king.   

-Senakhmat Amun: The High priest of Abidos temple. 

-Ka-mos: commander of the armies of "Seqenen Ra" and later Pharaoh of Egypt. 

-Ah-mos: The protagonist. 

- Nefertari: Ahmos's wife. 

-Ta Siti Ra: The priest, writer, and storyteller. 

-Honi Sneffer: The chief commander of the armies. 

-La-pis: The girlfriend of Honi Sneffer and his later wife. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Chapter 1 

Feast of Amon 
 

A voice from afar for one of the great temple priests saying: ‘High priest, do you remember 

the ‘Feast of Amon’ twenty years ago?’. 

The priest ‘Ta Seti Ra’, who reached the age of fifty, responded: Sure. How can I forget such 

day?. 

‘In the great hall, King ‘Seqenen Ra’, a man of forty years old, was sitting on the throne of the 

Kingdom of Upper Egypt. To his right was the priest of the great temple ‘Senkhet Amun’ and 

on his left is the army commander, his son ‘Ka-mos’, and the senior governors of the states, 

where we all celebrated this great occasion’. 

‘Suqanun Ra’ desired that the celebrations to take another style. Away of formalities, He 

permitted the senior statesmen to attend accompanying their and wives sons to entertain 

themselves by engaging conversations, enjoying food and drink, watching games and sports 

of wrestling, running, and bow. 

I was a child at the age of seven when I went with my father, ‘Ra’am Ak Ta’a’. As a clerk in the 

royal court, he was highly appreciated. I enjoyed playing with children, watching the men 

wrestling and the women playing music.  

Suddenly, I found the king ‘Seqenen Ra’ with the great temple priest and his son ‘Ka-mos’, who 

was twenty years old then, standing in front of me. 



My father saluted them in a gentle manner. I was surprised to see ‘Seqenen Ra’ getting down 

on his knee, shaking me gently and asking me: What do you want to become when you grow up, 

young man, a writer like your father or a soldier in the army with prince ‘Ka-mos’, huh?.  

A thunderous reply came from me: ‘A priest’. 

‘Senakhmat Amun’, the priest of the great temple smiled, and said to me: ’Then, you are seeking 

to live in the shades of wisdom. It is a tough choice for the adult, free and reasonable men.  I 

am amazed.’  

Patting on my back, he said ‘May the gods protect you, my son. You may come to receive 

education in the great temple. You will be given proper care while you are studying.’  

At that time, ‘Seqenen Ra's’ features changed. He said in a sharp but funny tone: ‘We organize 

celebrations... and you, the highest priest of Amun, win this cub.’ 

‘Senakhmat Amun’ answered him intelligently: Are they not all your subjects, my lord?. You 

gave them the right to choose and make best of their choices. 

‘Seqenen Ra’: ‘You always win over me with your honest discussions and your precious 

counsel, I feel that I will not be able to defeat you, but today I am determined turn it in my 

favor.’ 

‘Senakhmat Amun’ replied politely: If in my defeat there will be a victory for my master, then 

my defeat is a victory for both of us. 

‘Seqenen Ra’ looked at his son ‘Ka-mos’ and said to him, "Go and bring your brother ‘Ah-mos’ 

to me." ‘Ka-mos’ willingly did as his father commanded. He brought ‘Ah-mos’ who was a five-

years-old child, with a reckless nature, as he resisted ‘Ka-mos’ attempts. He was cursing and 

shouting.  

‘Ah-mos’ fell silent when he saw his father ‘Seqenen Ra’. He ran up and clung to him saying: ‘I 

hate ‘Ka-mos’. He is rude to me. He treats me with cruelty like he treats the soldiers. Because 

of him I hate being a soldier.’ 

‘Seqenen Ra’ with a tender look, talking to his son ‘Ka-mos’: ‘Be merciful to your brother. He 

is still young. Be loving and respectful to your soldiers.’ 



‘Ka-mos’: ‘At your command, my lord.’ 

‘Seqenen Ra’ speaking ‘Ah-mos’: ‘I know that you feel that you are alone in this great palace 

despite the accommodations I provided you. Now I will give you a gift, but will not be like my 

usual gifts.’ 

‘Ah-mos’: ‘Where is it, father?.’ 

‘Seqenen Ra’: Say hello to ‘Ta Seti Ra’. From now on, he is your friend and he will come to live 

with you in the grand palace. Although ‘Ah-mos’'s facial features changed at first glance, he 

later became happy for that. We shook hands. We went to play and ever since became best 

friends.  

‘Seqenen Ra’ speaking to the great temple priest ‘Senakhmat Amun’: ‘Do you know why I did 

that?’ 

‘Senakhmat Amun’: You are a good politician, my lord, and you do not want wisdom to leave 

your house’. 

‘Seqenen Ra’: ‘So, I have won the bet.’ 

‘Senakhmat Amun’ replies: ‘Neither you nor I. Wisdom won. This makes us the defeated, and 

the two children are the winners.’ 

‘Seqenen Ra’ speaking in a faint voice: ‘Perhaps, Their luck will be better than ours.’ 

‘Senakhmat Amun’ realized the hidden sadness that afflicts the soul of ‘Seqenen Ra’, whispered 

in his ears: ‘What is the reason for that, my lord? Do not ruin the occasion.’  

He interrupting in a loud voice: ‘Will the great Pharaoh of Egypt allow me to have a discussion 

in the garden of your glorious palace? 

‘Seqenen Ra’ responded: ‘Well, let's go.’ 

In the palace garden, they resumed their discussion while walking. 

In this day, I felt as If the bird of happiness was flying over my head. Me and my father were 

pleased and thankful for their precious gestures. 

 



 

 

 

Chapter 2 

 In the Pharaoh's Palace 

 
‘Ta Siti Ra’ carried on his story: 

I was raised with ‘Ah-mos’ in his father's palace. During that time, he was practicing martial 

arts and trying to teach me them. I also taught him the sciences that I was studying in the 

great temple. 

I introduced to the scribe of the great temple, who was a friend of my father and had a son 

about the same age as we were, called ‘Honi Sneffer’. ‘Ah-mos’ and ‘Honi Senffer’ had similar 

interests, their actions were dominated by physical force, and they used to comically use it 

with me. 

I often heard the bad remarks in the temple and in the palace of pharaoh of the two sons of 

the two writers whom became friends of ‘Ah-mos’. Ah-mos was smart enough to realize that 

these remarks were for him. Of course, our gathering at any occasion was a source of 

concern of all attendees. 

During our childhood, we had our travels, and cynical attitudes to entertain ourselves. Despite 

our attempts to amuse ‘Ah-mos’, he was showing signs of wrath, because he did not 

participate in a real fight,  

The great pharaoh point of view then was that ‘Ah-mos’ was inexperienced to participate in a 

great battle against the Hyksos,  



I and ‘Honi Sneffer’, became the loyal followers of ‘Ah-mos’. ‘Honi Sneffer’ worked under his 

command in the army, were trying to help him solve problems. We were making sure he would 

not fail. 

I learned medicine, astronomy, mummification, measuring the level of the Nile, hymns of 

religious ceremonies and rituals, and the rules and regulations of both the state and the great 

temple. 

I grew up to be a scribe and a priest, which qualified me later to take the position of vice-

priest of the great temple, at the age of twenty-two. This angered the priests of the ancient 

temple, whom ‘Ah-mos’ used to mock them back and forth. 

In order to further irritate them, he used to greet me in front of them in a different manner 

by kneeling in front of me and asking for my blessings, and ‘Honi Sneffer’ was following his 

lead. 

In light of the problems that ‘Ah-mos’ was causing, his father decided to isolate him in the 

palace under restrictive measures, so that he would be safe during the first battle.  

I learned this in a letter ‘Ah-mos’ sent me with ‘Honi Sneffer’, telling me what had happened, 

and that we would not be able to meet during that period. When I went to bid farewell ‘Honey 

Sneffer’, he begged me to go instead of the royal prince to monitor the battle and to provide 

a detailed report of what had happened. 

I witnessed the unfortunate incidents of the first battle that ‘Seqenen Ra’ led against the 

Hyksos, these invaders whom stole our homes, temples, and food. 

The first battle was a real beginning for me to know what the war was about, and it had the 

greatest impact on me. I managed to write some of its precious lessons on a papyrus. I kept 

it so it might be useful later. 

I thought of a way to go to ‘Ur’, where the battle would take place. I told my mother that I 

wanted to go to ‘Ur’ to spend some time with my cousins. In order not to erase her fears and 

doubts, I promised her that if I felt that I am in danger, I would return immediately with my 

cousins to ‘Abidos’. My father agreed after much resistance, 

 



 

 

 

 

Chapter 3  

The First Battle 
 

The first battle took place in the town of ‘Ur’, northern of Abydos, where ‘Seqenen Ra’ decided 

to mobilize the army to confront the Hyksos after celebrating ‘Shemmu Feast’.  

After we slipped out of my uncle`s house, Me and my cousins climbed on a hill near the seat 

of war to watch and write its incidents. 

The two armies lined up in their formations. The infantry was equipped with swords, shields, 

and other instruments of combat, and with them the cavalry at the heart of the two armies. 

A commander of ‘Seqenen Ra’`s army advanced to a duel with one of Hyksos king ‘Kha-moudi’ 

commanders. The duel between them lasted for nearly an hour until the Hyksos leader fell 

dripping in his blood and died.  

‘Seqenen Ra’ troops thought that they it was a decisive victory, which encouraged them to 

fight ‘Kha-moudi's’ forces with their full power and, of course, the soldiers left their positions 

unprotected. 

‘Kha-moudi’ was cunning enough to realize the unorganized manner of his adversary.  

So he gave an order to his commanders to go and encircle ‘Seqenen Ra`s’ troops from behind 

a hill that was at the in their back.  

‘Seqenen Ra's’ forces did its utmost effort to resolve this siege, but many of them were killed.  



The consequences were sever when Hyksos force besieged the area where ‘Seqenen Ra’ and 

his chief commanders were. ‘Seqenen Ra’ and his commanders fought bravely until he was 

seriously wounded. Eventually, He managed to form an organized withdrawal from the 

battlefield with what was left of his troops. I realized that the first round of our struggle 

against the enemy had failed miserably. 

‘Seqenen Ra’ was clever enough not to use all his forces and left most of them in ‘Abidos’. The 

Hyksos commanders feared that this battle would be a lure for their forces to continue the 

attack ‘Seqenen Ra’ troops and they knew from their spies that he mobilized his forces at the 

walls of Abydos. 

One of the ‘Kha-moudi`s’ went in a fake pursue to ‘Seqenen Ra’, just to execute the orders of 

his king. Fearing for the safety of his soldiers, the Hyksos commander ordered them to return 

to the army. 

Later, I learned that ‘Kha-moudi’ killed this commander for not being able to kill ‘Seqenen Ra’, 

occupy of ‘Abidos’, and end of the Egyptian uprising forever. 

The reasons for the defeat became clear to me, as ‘Seqenen Ra’ did not have a clear plan to 

win the battle. His soldiers were in miserable condition as the Hyksos were highly trained. 

Their formations were highly flexible so they succeeded in surprising the forces of ‘Seqenen 

Ra’ which rejoiced its temporary victory. 

I was unable to present the papyrus, which I wrote to ‘Ah-mos’, who was suffering the most. He and ‘Honi 

Sneffer’ forgot to ask me about the details of what happened. The three of us were busy, me in the great 

temple and ‘Ah-mos’ and ‘Honi Sneffer’ training the troops. 

One year later ‘Seqenen Ra’ died from his deep wounds and psychological pain as a result of the defeat. His 

son ‘Ka-mos’ ruled for almost three years, during which he led a number of military campaigns that took 

the form of skirmishes. Then he died of as a result of unknown disease.  

 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 4 

(Ah-mos), The Pharaoh 
 

‘Ta Siti Ra’ continued: 

After a short time, my friend became a pharaoh under the name ‘Ah-mos’ the first.  With the 

white crown of Upper Egypt, he was sitting on the throne and beside him his beautiful wife 

‘Nefertari’. His inauguration ceremony was marvelous as the sun was perpendicular to the 

face of the statue of (Ra), the great god of all the Egyptians.  It was a good omen, indeed. 

‘Ah-mos’ made an oath that day to restore to Egypt`s unity and prestige, and the red crown 

of lower Egypt which had been usurped by the Hyksos invaders. I was close to him as his 

faithful advisor.  

‘Honi Sneffer’ was his loyal aid who carried out his instructions with precision. We used to 

discuss together military methods, management of state affairs, and matters of religious 

nature. 

This helped ‘Ah-mos’ to carry out a lot of reforms, as he got rid of the influence of many 

priests ‘Amon’, and the old officials in his father's palace. He oversaw various projects such 

as; canal cleansing, upgrading temples buildings, and fortifications.  

In one of our sessions, I said to him: ‘My great pharaoh, I see you often avoiding talking about 

the decisive battle with the Hyksos. I have a bad feeling about this’. 

In a tone of sorrow, ‘Ah-mos’ replied: ‘You spotted the old wound, O wise priest. Your intuition 

is correct. The successive defeats that befell my father and brother have created a deep 

feeling of uncertainty among the people.’ 



‘Ta Seti Ra’: This is a matter that we shall pay our attention to, my lord. Without a strong spirit, 

we cannot defeat our enemies. 

‘Ah-mos’: You are right. The invaders take advantage of weak people to take control over them 

with deception, and for this reason we should be united and refuse to leave a traitor among 

us. 

‘Honi Sneffer’: how do we ensure that, my lord? 

‘Ah-mos’: The guarantee is the true spirit of this people. Do you think they will accept to live 

humiliated at the hands of their enemies? 

The pharaoh looks at a farmer pruning plants in the palace garden, and points to him: 

Such an energetic man, who works hard and then enjoys his freedom after he has done his 

duty. Do you see him bartering that life to be enslaved by the Hyksos? 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: He certainly wouldn't accept that and to your knowledge, my great pharaoh, that 

ever since I became aware of this, I reformulated the teachings being taught in the great 

temple in order to deal with this very subject. 

‘Ah-mos’: I know what you did, my dear, and it is a highly appreciated effort of you.  

Addressing ‘Honi Senffer’, ‘Ah-mos’ said:  I would have liked if the soldiers were trained in the 

temple square, so that they would have the same spirit as the priests. 

‘Honi Sneffer’: My lord the great pharaoh, you know very well that the great majority of soldiers 

do not concern themselves with education, and the things that are studied in the great temple 

for them are mere incantations. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’ Surprised: O great leader, incantations! If as you say, then what is mysterious 

about them? 

‘Ah-mos’: Commander ‘Honi Senffer’ means that the spiritual and educational teachings that 

of the great temple should be simplified so that the soldiers can understand them well. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: The challenge here is not the simplicity or complexity of the teachings. The core 

of it is that the ignorant soldier is nothing more than a mercenary. If he is on your side today, 

he will be on your enemy's side tomorrow. 



‘Ah-mos's’ face became red and the tone of his voice changed, as he spoke to both of them: 

Indeed, my friends. I saw our soldiers fleeing and joining the ranks of the enemies after our 

defeats. Betrayal is a shame. 

‘Honi Sneffer’: So what do you suggest to us, priest? 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: The officers can attend temple lessons and explain them in a simple way to 

soldiers. One day each week will not significantly affect your training. 

‘Ah-mos’ and ‘Honi Snefer’ in one voice: This is yours. 

‘Ah-mos’: Do you think that what you bargained for is sufficient? 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: It could be enough for now until we see what we need to fight the decisive battle. 

(Ah-mos): This is enough for now. 

‘Ta Siti Ra’ and ‘Honi Snefer’ ask permission to leave, and the pharaoh allows them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 5 

 Honi.. The Lover 
 

The priest ‘Ta Seti Ra’ and the commander ‘Honi Sneffer’ left after the end of their session 

with the pharaoh ‘Ah-mos’. While they were walking, the priest noticed that his friend was 

absent-minded, as if in another world. ‘Honi Sneffer’ extended his fingertips to touch of a lotus 

flower that was beside the palace garden pond. 

Suddenly, Honi Ra said: "O fresh lotus flower, send my love and affection to my dear ‘La-

pis’". 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: What's wrong with you, Commander? And who is ‘La-pis’ who stole your heart? 

‘Honi Snefer’ sighed and said: ‘La-pis’ .. Huh.. She is the daughter of the governor of "Gypto" I 

met her when I was on a visit with my lord ‘Ah-mos’ to find out about our fortifications and 

train the garrison stationed there. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: Is she beautiful? 

‘Honi Sneffer’: She is an enchantress. I am not exaggerating if I say that she is more 

beautiful than the Nile brides. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: Will you marry her? 

‘Honi Sneffer’ hesitant: I don't know. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: You don't know, what do you mean, don't you love each other...or do you have 

another intention? 

‘Honi Sneffer’: The matter is not what you think. I am afraid that if I married her, and the 

battle with the Hyksos erupts, if I am killed she would become a widow. 



‘Ta Seti Ra’: Get married and do not fear anything, for we do not know what our destiny will 

lead to, perhaps things will be better and you return to her safe and victorious. Does ‘Ah-

mos’ know your story? 

‘Honi Sneffer’ terrified: I doubt he knows and he shouldn't know. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: Why? He's our best friend. 

‘Honi Sneffer’: That's when we were kids. He is the pharaoh now and I'm in his service. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: That's right, when we were young, we didn't take such considerations into 

account. 

The priest continues talking while sitting at a table, finishing some temple correspondence: Do 

you remember when your master reached the age of fifteen? And despite the beauty of the 

women in the palace, I found him looking at a peasant woman who was serving him food and 

drink in ‘Abidos’ palace. After a while I looked around and did not find him. He had disappeared. 

I asked the guards about his whereabouts.  

They told me: He walked this way. 

‘Ah-mos’ walked behind the beautiful woman, overwhelmed with fondness. I followed his trail 

to prevent him from committing a folly, and to tell him that his father was on his way to the 

palace as he was on the outskirts of the city. 

I found them chatting under the shades of a lush tree. They two of them were wandering in 

love. In order to save this situation, I found a stone next to me. I waited for an opportunity to 

get away from it. Then I threw a stone, and it settled in his forehead. 

He looked at ‘Ah-mos’ disdainfully. I indicated to him the necessity of returning to the palace 

to be in the honor of receiving his father. ‘Ah-mos’ agreed reluctantly. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’ laughed maliciously and said: Oh, if your mistress, Nefertari knew such an incident, 

she would have turn his life into hell. 

‘Honi Sneffer’ laughed: Yes, I remember that. The more you talk about this issue, I see that 

look on his face as if he wants to kill you. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: Not by me alone, but by all the priests of Amun, if you wish. 



‘Honi Sneffer’ is about to leave. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: Where are you going, Commander? Won't you sit with me for a while? 

‘Honi Sneffer’: I have a mission to fulfill in ‘Gypto’. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’ cunningly: Is this task related to war or to the heart? 

‘Honi Sneffer’: Both. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: Go and win the best that the gods will give you. 

‘Honi Snefer’ expresses gratitude saying: Thank you very much, High Priest of Amun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 6 

The Lovers Encounter 
 

In the palace of the ‘Gypto’ governor, and in her room overlooking a sprawling garden, ‘La-pis’ 

sits in front of the mirror to be adorned by the bridesmaids, with eyeliner and perfume, as 

they play music, and the smell of incense and perfume wafts from the sides of the palace. 

It was a stunning evening. ‘Honey Sneffer’ arrived at where his girlfriend was staying, and he 

crept towards her room so that he could see her up close. One of the girls sang the hymn 

"Isis": 

Come to your home, come to your home 

You who have no enemies/ 

You handsome young man/ 

Come home to see me 

Never part from me/ 

I don't see you, but my heart longs to meet you/ 

And my eyes are searching for you 

Come, O you whose heart has stopped beating 

I call to you, and my cry sings the air of the sky/ 

But you don't hear my voice/ 

You never loved another woman but me. 



‘La-pis’ was not feeling well. She looked frowning. But the features of her face changed after 

she found him standing, listening to music and singing. She gave the girls permission to leave 

and hurried towards ‘Honey Sneffer’. 

The two embraced and sat close to a pond in the middle of the palace garden  

‘La-pis’ said: Finally, I saw you, my love. 

‘Honi Sneffer’: I know that you were waiting for me, and I couldn't wait to be you, I had to see 

you. 

‘La-pis’: Are we going to stay like this? 

‘Honi Sneffer’: Do you think that I am satisfied with our current situation? I should pave the 

way for us by telling my lord ‘Ah-mos’ and your father and ask their permission to marry you. 

As she was flying from happiness, ‘La-pis’ said: Eventually, we will get married. What a 

surprise, my dear!. 

‘Honi Sneffer’: Do you see it as a pleasant surprise? 

‘La-pis’ surprised: Yes. Aren't you happy to marry me? 

‘Honi Sneffer’: Of course, I'm happy, but I don't know if you'll be happy. 

‘La-pis’: Well. I am going to marry one of the chief commanders of the army of Egypt. 

‘Honi Sneffer’: Doesn't it concern you that the life of a soldier is far different from the life of 

an ordinary man? 

‘La-pis’: I know. My father was a soldier before he was the governor of ‘Gypto’, We didn't see 

him often. 

‘Honi Sneffer’: Wouldn't that be a source of distress for you one day? 

‘La-pis’: No, it won't happen, I was brought up like that, and I've been watching what my 

mother does. 

‘Honi Senffer’: I told my friend the priest ‘Ta Seti Ra’ our story and he blessed our marriage. 

‘La-pis’: Is he the one who will contract our marriage? 



‘Honi Sneffer’: Of course. May our marriage be a blessed and happy one. 

‘La-pis’ stood up in a theatrical and said: "Then. let's practice our vows." She began to chant 

these rituals while he was looking at her and smiling. The last light of the sun reflected on her 

face until it became a shadow and they disappeared into the darkness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 7 

A Weapon for The Battle 
 

On the feast of ‘Shemmo’ in the month of ‘Kahyk’, ‘Ah-mos’ payed a visit to the funerary temple 

where the body of his father and brother lie. He prayed for their salvation in the afterlife 

before they were transferred to the temple of ‘Abidos’.  He had to obtain the blessings Amun 

as the final battle became imminent.  

Then he, I and the commander ‘Honi Senffer’ headed to Abidos palace to discuss the final 

details of the war. 

In the palace, ‘Ah-mos’ addressed us saying: Do you think that we have enough preparations 

to fight the battle? 

‘Honi Sneffer’: Of course, my lord. Our preparations are going well. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: Hold on, Commander, it seems that the great pharaoh means something else 

that we did not notice. 

‘Ah-mos’: What I mean is that there must be a way to overcome the Hyksos, who are 

superior to us in terms of weapons, the number of soldiers and their training. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’ and ‘Honi Sneffer’ fell into silence for a while. 

The priest said: My Lord, do you mean that you are thinking of a special kind of weapon to 

confuse the plans of the Hyksos? 

‘Ah-mos's’ eyes flashed and replied: Yes and I have something to show both of you. Come to 

where the surprise lies. 



As they walked, he continued, "I am always followed by the images of oxen on the walls of the 

pyramids and temples that my grandfathers built." I saw how it can save time and effort. I 

thought of using this idea in the battle. 

‘Honi Sneffer’: will we fight the Hyksos with chariots drawn by oxen? It will undoubtedly be 

good at transporting large numbers of soldiers, but its movement will not be fast in the field. 

‘Ah-mos’: That's right. Your observation also helped me facilitate the transfer of soldiers. 

‘Honi Sneffer’: I still don't understand what you mean, my lord. 

‘Ah-mos’: I developed the idea a little bit, I made this vehicle dedicated to carrying one or 

two people on board so that it would be easy to move, and it would also be pulled by horses, 

not oxen, to be faster in its movement. 

‘Honi Sneffer’ In a rush: If what you say is true, my lord, we will surely win the battle. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: Do not rush into quick conclusions, great commander, until we see this chariot. 

‘Ah-mos’ leaded the priest and the commander to cross a long basement to a secret room 

guarded by two soldiers. The two soldiers saluted the pharaoh and opened the door ‘Ah-mos’ 

said: Go in and see. 

The priest and the commander were amazed and said: Wow. 

The commander ‘Honi Sneffer’ kept going around the vehicle, checking it from above and 

below and asked ‘Ah-mos`s’ permission to try it. ‘Ah-mos’ allowed him. 

‘Honi Sneffer’ drove the chariot from the room through the basement until he reached a 

spacious courtyard and began to spin it with great happiness. 

Then the priest said to Ah-mos: 

Well done, my lord, may the eye of Horus and all the Egyptian gods protect you. 

 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 8 

A conspiracy... and a royal separation 
 

Signs of battle loomed. The preparations were at its maximmum. ‘Ah-mos’ inspected the 

soldiers daily and reorganized their ranks. 

 In the Governing Council, ‘Ah-mos’ was sitting next to him, Queen ‘Nefertari’, but they were 

unhappy. Before meeting them, I had heard unfortunate rumors about ‘Ah-mos's’ inclination 

to ‘Meret Amon’. . 

I noticed that things were tense between them. The session did not last long, as ‘Ah-mos’ asked 

everyone to leave, but he gave me assign to stay. 

‘Nefertari’ did not wait, as the last person who was in the royal court came out, she got up 

and let out a muffled sigh as if she had removed a heavy load from her chest, then said: Well, 

priest, thank the gods for your presence. I have a complaint. 

‘Ah-mos’ looked at her with a fatal look and said: She does not stop complaining since the first 

day of our marriage, but the pace of her complaints recently has reached an unbearable point. 

‘Nefertari’: Do you see the way he treats me, reverend priest? 

The priest stood dumbfounded, and kept on hammering in sorrow. After a while they were 

silent, The priest addressed both of them in a calm tone, saying: Lord Ah-mos, Mistress 

Nefertari.. Anger does not solve problems, we must invoke wisdom to find solutions. 

‘Nefertari’ interrupted him, saying: You ignore my advice, and I am the closest to you? 



‘Ah-mos’ sharply: Watch out, Nefertari. I have endured a lot to keep our marriage stable. You 

are always the one who makes trouble. Trying to interfere in the affairs of the government, is 

totally unacceptable. 

‘Nefertari’ In a strong tone: Why not? Are you not your wife or your children and your partner 

in governing the country? 

‘Ah-mos’: Yes, you are, but ruling Egypt is my business... I am the one who makes the decision. 

‘Nefertari’:  

Don't worry, pharaoh of Egypt, I no longer want to share this burden anymore. Our marriage 

has come to a standstill. All the rumors I heard about your relationship with our cousin ‘Merit 

Amon’, were true. I saw you, one night, with my own eyes, sneaking into her bedroom. 

‘Ah-mos’ was at the height of his anger: Yes, I love ‘Meret Amon’. She is my wife, and I love 

her. 

‘Ah-mos' words descended like a thunderbolt on ‘Nefertari's head and ‘Ta Siti Ra’  

‘Ah-mos’: What you said is not comparable to that conspiracy that you tried to plot, with the 

help of some priests, to overthrow me. 

The terrified priest interrupted him saying: A conspiracy under the ceiling   of the great temple. 

This is a serious accusation that deserves the most severe punishment. 

‘Ah-mos’: Yes, My dear priest. They thought that I am occupied to the extent I will never be 

able to unveil their treason. My eyes are everywhere watching whomever tries to seize the 

throne and they are not better than our enemy.  

The pharaoh added: I will inflict the most severe punishment on those involved in this 

conspiracy supported by my wife and my partner Nefertari. 

‘Ta Seti Ra’: My lord ‘Ah-mos’. As for the punishment of the implicated temple priests, may my 

lord write a list of all those involved, for I do not want one traitor to remain under the roof of 

the great temple. They may serve as an example to the others. But for my lady, we have to 

find an acceptable solution for her, in order to preserve the prestige of the royal family. 

 ‘Nefertari’: It is the end then. 



‘Ah-mos’ did not notice her existence and what she was saying: What do the royal and the 

temple laws stipulate in the matter of changing the queen? 

‘Ta seti Ra’: It states that the pharaoh has the right to order a change the queen, a change 

befitting the value of my Lady (Nefertari) as your partner and the mother of your children. 

Since you and my lady are from the same royal dynasty, she can be given a spiritual title as 

the ‘mother of the great palace’ without having any duties or participate in the official 

ceremonies. My mistress ‘Merit Amon’ will be the official queen before the people. This is 

according to the decrees ‘Hathor’ and the teachings of ‘Maat’. 

‘Ah-mos’: Well, so be it. Write two decrees, one in the matter of changing the queen, and the 

other with the punishment that awaits every traitor who tries to plot against my rule. 

‘Ah-mos’ authorized the priest and his wife to leave. As for ‘Nefertari, she lost her balance and 

sat on a seat that was inside the hall, but she took a long look at the throne of Egypt . The light 

slowly dimmed from the scene. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 9  

The Final Battle 
 

Months passed, and ‘Ah-mos’ was investigating news from ‘Memphis’ the Hyksos capital. Our 

spies were able to know the most accurate details of their war preparation, which helped him 

avoid a range of attacks and skirmishes that the enemy intended to turn it into a big battle. 

‘Ah-mos’ was clever in choosing the men whom would carry out his plans, even on a limited 

scale.He was able to win over the Nubians whom always rejected the taxes he imposed to 

develop the army. 

‘Ah-mos’ chose the first of the month ‘Tut’ to be a day to mobilize soldiers for a decisive battle. 

The enemy also had his spies who were connected to general matters and not the tiny details. 

The enemy knew this date, and moved his soldiers to the northwestern side of ‘Thebes’. ‘Ah-

mos’ realized that the matter is taking a serious turn. He gave an order to ‘Honi Sneffer’ to 

mobilize his forces to face the enemy with the walls of ‘Thebes’ in their back to protect the 

rear of the army. 

The soldiers were transported on oxcars. The chariots had been equipped, but no one knew 

about their number or how they were involved in the fighting except ‘Ah-mos’. He was able to 

set up backup formations. It consisted of 30,000 fighters. 

‘Ah-mos’ issued an order for the priests to perform prayers in the temples, and urged those 

who could to take up arms. The women donated their jewellery.  

As the battle began, the Hyksos, and their leader ‘Kha-moudi’ lined up with his knights and the 

Egyptian captives who were pulling oxcarts to transport their soldiers. ‘Ah-mos's’ army was 

prepared in strict order according to the formations agreed upon with the chief commanders. 



After a short time, the ranks split, and ‘Ah-mos’ appeared riding his chariot driven by 10 

horses. The soldiers of ‘Kha-moudi’ were shocked at first, but they mocked and 

underestimated and thought it was a matter of bragging. 

‘Ah-mos’ threw his spear in the middle of the field, as a sign of starting the fight. The infantry 

advanced led by Honi Sneffer, and the clash began. Khamoudi's forces appeared to be highly 

organized, inflicting heavy losses on the attacking forces. 

The matter of the chariot became confusing. Suspicion spread among the soldiers that such 

a weapon could achieve a crushing victory over the enemies. Such doubt, when it turns into 

despair, surely means desertion and defeat. 

‘Ah-mos’ realized that he had to fight fiercely. When things began to turn in favor of the Hyksos, 

he gave the signal for the actual attack. His reserve forces advanced to participate in the 

fighting.  

1,000 additional knights advanced into the battlefield. 50 fighters came out on their chariots 

on 10 successive waves, until their number reached 500 knights. They were divided into two 

groups, one fighting the left of ‘Kha-moud`s’ army, and the other to his right wing. 

‘Honi Senffer’ was able to gather his forces that began to withdraw to join Ah-mos's forces, 

as planned. The two formed the heart of the army. The strength of Kha-moudi's front army 

ran out as it was penetrated by our troops. This was not enough. 

In order to ensure that victory is achieved. I instructed the young priests of the temple to 

train on combat secretly and formed other writing unit to record everything that was going 

on accurately, and the training was done secretly and on a daily basis. 

The signal was given, and the soldiers saw the priests carrying their weapons, and launching 

their attacks on the enemy. The blow was decisive. The forces of ‘Kha-moudi’ began to retreat 

until a constellation of cavalry reached where ‘Kha-moudi’ and his large forces camped. ‘Kha-

moudi’ was captured and one of ‘Ah-mos's’ commanders managed to snatch the red crown 

from above his head, before he and those with him were led to the pharaoh. 

As the high priest of Amun, I took the red crown from the hands of this commander, and asked 

‘Ah-mos’ his crown. I raised them together towards the sun and shouted saying "Oh, the sun 



of this day, bear witness to the victory of the sons of Amun," I combined the two crowns 

together and placed them over Ah-mos's head. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Chapter 10 

Papyrus "Lord of Power" on the walls of the 

Temple of "Amun" 
 

After the hand of one of the writers of the temple of Amun wrote the battle on a papyrus, ‘Ah-

mos’ agreed to carve it on the largest wall in the temple. The Egyptian sculptor held his chisel 

to paint a mural in which says: 

He is the son of Amun-Ra from his body, his beloved and his heir, and to whom he gave his 

throne, the good God in truth, the strong-armed and the unblemished man, and he is a prince 

who resembles the god “Ra” and the twin of my sons “Jeb” (the god of the earth) and his 

inheritor who enjoys pleasure, and an image of Ra” who created him, and his avenger who put 

him on the earth, and who illuminates the ages, the Lord of joy, the giver of soul in women’s 

noses, the mighty valiant… the giver of life, the upholder of justice, the king of kings over every 

earth, the king (his is life, health and health) who comprises the two lands. , great respect, 

strong in appearance, ... he who submits to him, and their gods bring him life and happiness, 

and he is one in heaven, and the second on earth, and he who creates light from his voice, is 

loved by Amun, and who establishes functions like a god, good-natured (ie, Ptah ), who controls 

the years like the majesty of “Ra” (i.e. rules for several years), and whoever makes God knows 

his sanctuary, and what is necessary for every god’s feast, the king of Upper Egypt in the town 

of “Boto”, the prince over Egypt, the pillars of heaven, the inhabitants of the earth, and 

whoever seized On what is surrounded by the sun, and who has fixed on his head the white 

crown, and the red crown, and the share of each of “Hoor” and “Sit” under his authority (that 

is, all of Egypt), and the shining appearance in his youth, and the miracle of his crown Doge 

every hour, high in the two feathers, and he who has strong prayers on his forehead as they 

are on the forehead of “Hoor” when he controls the two lands, and he is the king of life and 



happiness, the ruler of the crowns in the “five” and the owner of the crown, Poplar 

overwhelmed with love, and whoever comes He has the south, the north, the east and the west, 

and he is a master who will remain, and whoever consolidated his land (Egypt) and whoever 

seized the inheritance of the one who begotten, and the one before whom all the lands will 

recede, and their inheritance was given to him by his luxurious father, and he controlled the 

“Al-Khanmat” class, and seized the Zakhit class, (the educated ), and submitted to him the 

“Baat” (special tribal) submission, and everyone used to say that he is our master, and all the 

inhabitants of the Aegean Sea say that he is our God, and the lands say we are his followers 

and that he is a king who was appointed by “Ra” as a prince, and made “Amun” great, and they 

gave him the shores. And the lands at once, as well as what the sun shines on, and foreigners 

stand in one procession at the door of his palace, and fear him in the country of “Khentnefer” 

(Beja tribes living on the Red Sea and Nile coast), and his roar in the lands of “Fenkho”, and 

fear of his majesty in this land (Egypt) is like the fear of the god “Min” in the year when he 

comes (i.e. in the year of drought), and they attend the precious party when they come loaded 

with gifts to the Pharaoh, and then the king and his followers will come out like the moon in 

the midst of the stars, walking gently, stepping slowly, with steady feet, and obedient soles, on 

which the splendor of “Ra” flutters, and he is protected by “Amun” his esteemed father, and 

makes way for him, and the tars say: Truly we see him. His love fills every human being, and 

the eyes are fascinated by seeing this king, and hearts beat with his love, and they notice him 

as if it is “Ra” when it rises, and it is like the disc of the sun when it shines, and like the noon 

sun when it lights up the eyes, and its rays in the faces are like the rays of “Atom”, and it is in 

the east The sky when the ostrich dances in the valleys of the desert (that is, at noon), and 

like Yakhu (the god of the sun) when he sends his rays in the middle of the day, when all the 

worms are liberated, and he is the only god who nursed the morning star (Isis), and one of his 

praises is the goddess Seshat (The goddess of sport who taught the king), and whoever is 

surrounded by the prestige of the god “Thoth” (the god of science) who gives him knowledge 

of things, and he who guides the writer to accuracy, and great in the arts of magic, and he is 

the owner of love more than all kings, and he is “Hoor” ( The King) whom “Ra” loves, and who 

makes hearts praise him and hearts offer him praise in the body. 

The king asked his subjects to respect him: Listen, you people of Upper Egypt, you men of 

religion, you people of Lower Egypt, and you all people, who follow this king in his steps, 



proclaim his glory to others and purify in his name, and purify with his life (by swearing an 

oath), consider that he A god on earth, so submit to him submission like “Ra,” praise him as 

you praise him on the moon, for he is the king of Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt “Neb Behti Ra” 

who puts in fetters every foreign land. 

Inviting the people to venerate the queen “Ahhotep” and praise that princess for her authority: 

Give praise to the lady of the country, and the lady of the islands of the “Aegean Sea”, her 

name is high in every foreign country, she is the one who sets the plan for the masses, the 

king’s husband, and his royal sister, for her Life, happiness and health, and she is the sister 

of a king, and the mother of a king, the luxurious and clever, who cares and takes care of the 

affairs of Egypt, and she gathered her army, protected them, brought back the fugitives, 

gathered the scattering of those who emigrated, calmed the terrors of Upper Egypt (i.e. a 

medical kingdom), and subdued his staff, the royal wife, «Aahhotep» Aisha. 

The gifts and buildings that the pharaoh ordered to erect for the god “Amun”: Now his majesty 

has ordered the crafting of relics for his father “Amun-Re” including: great wreaths of gold, 

necklaces of real lapis lazuli, amulets of gold, a great water jug of gold, water vessels and jugs 

of silver, And vessels for pouring the sacrificial water of gold, a sacrifice table of gold and 

silver, “Mint” necklaces of gold and silver interspersed with beads of lapis lazuli and firuz, and 

“Tab in Ka” vessels of silver, and their base of silver, and “Tab if” vessels of silver, and their 

edges of gold Its base is made of gold and silver, and “bend” vessels are made of silver, and 

water vessels are made of red granite filled with oil, and large “shamm” vessels are made of 

silver and gold, and their edge is made of gold… of silver, and sticks of ebony, gold and silver, 

and sphinxes… of silver, and the Sabbath. of gold. 


